Investigation of promoter variants of the histamine 1 and 2 receptors in schizophrenia and clozapine response.
We report the identification of four novel histamine 1 (H1-17-C/T, -974-C/A, -1023-A/G and -1536-G/C) and four novel histamine 2 promoter polymorphisms (H2-294-A/G, -592-A/G, -1018-G/A and -1077-G/A) which we have investigated for involvement in susceptibility to schizophrenia, and in clinical response to clozapine treatment. We identified a weak independent association between variants at the H1-1536-G/C locus and schizophrenia, where an excess of the H1-1536-C allele was observed amongst such patients (P = 0.036). However upon correction for multiple testing this relationship was no longer statistically significant. Similar investigation of the H2 receptor polymorphisms revealed association between genotype at the H2-1018-G/A locus and clinical response to clozapine treatment (P = 0.027), though upon correction for multiple testing this difference was no longer significant. We have concluded that the participation of these variants in the disorder is unlikely, particularly in view of their apparent lack of function and unlikely influence on receptor expression. However their nature alludes to the potential presence of other more important alterations further along these regions, where sequences encoding alternate promoters have recently been identified for each receptor that may yet be found to harbour such polymorphisms.